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The Whole Creation Groans
 

We know

that the whole creation groans

and travails in pain together

until now.

  
Romans 8:22

Visit our website to hear this program free! 

 Click button to subscribe to podcast.

 
Tsiyon News

News

Hear Tsiyon Radio most anyplace in North & South America! 
Our International broadcast can be heard on WWCR International Shortwave each Saturday
night at 5:00pm Central Time, 2300 UTC on 5.070 MHz.

Silver Kingdom Shekels - Silver nearly doubled in value in
2010. If you ordered guarantied 99.999% fine silver Kingdom
Shekels about a year ago, when we introduced them, you are
likely very glad you did. In that one year the value of silver
relative to the US Dollar has nearly doubled in value. By
contrast, dollars held in any bank account have lost value! The
way to guard your savings, and be prepared for the future, is to
hold silver. It's still not too late to act. As the value of your paper
dollars decline, silver keeps going up, and is expected to rise as
much as ten fold or more from present levels. Exchanging paper

for silver is one of the best things you can do right now, leading up to the collapse of the dollar.
We think Kingdom Shekels are the best way to obtain silver. As one person who ordered them
said: "I wanted to write and let you all know that the shekels are beautiful. We are very much
impressed with the design and quality..." Find out more here.

Listener Q + A

Listener Comment - Rainbow Cruise
Blessings to you every day and for the new year. My wife and I went on a cruise and tour in
Canada and Alaska late Summer last year -from UK. It was to mark upcoming work changes
that near -retirement brings. My wife always wanted to visit Canada but I was quietly hoping
that Alaska cruise and the Rocky mountain tour would not be too 'worldly' a thing. We saw
the rainbow through our cabin window and also 'out of the blue' turned up at a believers
meeting held at the ships cinema theatre room, at which no leader turned up. We were able to
participate and praise and testify of the Lord's goodness non the less. The beautiful weather
we experienced showed up the Lord's creation wonderfully and we experienced many
blessings.

Tsiyon Answer - Rainbow Cruise
Traveling to see Yah's beautiful creation in pristine areas of the earth is a blessing of which
I'm sure you and your wife are worthy. As your testimony shows, such natural beauty lifts the
heart of the believer toward heaven in awe and wonder, and moves the heart to praise our
glorious Maker. Seeing His covenantal bow in the sky in that setting must surely have been
magnificent. I'm glad you were able to have that opportunity, and that you could enjoy a
divine appointment with other believers to praise Him and to testify of His goodness. It's also
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good to note that we don't always need to have a human leader present to worship Him,
especially when believing hearts are simply impelled to lift Him up to glorify Him. Our
Messiah said "For where two or three are gathered together in my name, there I am in the
midst of them.” Apparently you did have a leader present - THE Leader - Messiah Himself!
No doubt His blessing was with you and your wife in a special way on that trip, to strengthen
you in the faith and to make memories with you that will last for the rest of your life. Thank
you for graciously sharing your blessed experience with us. (Matt 18:20)

Listener Comment - Mass Animal Deaths?
What do you think is happening, all the birds, fish, crabs, now turtle doves in Italy today. Day
5 of creation, Yom Teruah, YAHWH is speaking, Repent, teshuvah...and people are scared or
laughing and are fine. hmmm...

Tsiyon Answer - Mass Animal Deaths
Did you see this map? This clearly doesn't appear to be normal. Like a canary in a coal mine,
these deaths may very well be early signs of much greater trouble ahead, in this final
generation.

From Eliyahu

A number of our listeners have emailed us about the mass animal deaths that have been
reported around the world as the world's new year began. This global anomaly has gripped the
attention of thoughtful people everywhere. While the news media tries to explain this away as
"normal" even some who do not accept the Bible are not buying the trite explanations,
realizing that this global aspect is a new thing. And what about earthquakes, all within about a
month of the new year? Look at this list of these major earthquakes sent in by a listener:

Dec. 2... 6.9 earthquake in New Guinea

Dec. 17... 7.2 earthquake on the CA//Mexico border

Dec. 20... 5.6 earthquake in El Salvador

Dec. 21... 6.2 earthquake in Sumatra

Dec. 21... 7.4 earthquake in Japan

Dec. 25... 7.6 earthquake in Fiji

Jan 2...... 7.1 earthquake in Chile

Jan 5....... 6.6 earthquake in Vanuatu in the South Pacific. 
10 minutes later, there was another quake that registered 5.5

This many major earthquakes in one place after another over a period of only one month is
normal? That's what the "experts" and the news media want us to believe. Here is the truth
from our Messiah:

For nation will rise against nation, and kingdom against kingdom; and there
will be famines, plagues, and earthquakes in various places. But all these
things are the beginning of birth pains. Matthew 24:7-8

Friends, for more on the strange events being observed in nature in these days don't miss our
latest program, The Whole Creation Groans.

Blessings and Shalom,

Eliyahu ben David
www.tsiyon.org

Theme CD

While Supplies Last...

Be Prepared

Pass It On

If you know someone who would like to
receive this newsletter, please forward.
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